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ABSTRAct 

The double-envelope design may offer some unusual thermal performance advantages in wood-frame 
house construction, but its basic performance aspects, such as convective looping and ground 
coupling for heat distribution and storage, still are not adequately understood. Also unknown 
are potentially detrimental side effects associated with soil moisture gain from a crawlspace, 
which is often incorporated in the double-envelope design. 

This study was conducted to gain a better understanding of the effects of ground coupling 
on convective loop flow, heat balance, and degradation hazards. Data were obtained from a 
room-size outdoor test structure in New England which was monitored for the 1981~1982 heating 
season. 

Temperatures, solar radiation, and related data were compiled as 3D-minute average values 
for the 4-monlh period. Air infiltration, humidity, and wood-moisture content were measured 
periodically. During F{~bruary, lhe openings between the crawlspace and the rest of the loop 
wen~ clofH'rl to lest for evidellL'e of convective loop flow in midwinter. The crawlspace floor 
remained bal"C to facitititte heat exchange with the ground and to judge the need for soil
evaporalion conlrol. 

Crawlspace" ground temperature changes showed diurnally fluctuating heat flows during 
winter months. In early winter there was net heat gain from the ground to crawlspace air, but 
in the spring this pattern was reversed. Temperature distribution showed that the convective 
loop was operative. Ground-moisture evaporation was slow, and the moisture content of wood 
framing remained in an acceptable, if high, range. Localized condensation showed need for 
attention to construction details. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study was conducted as part of a larger effort in evaluating changing house design and 
construction practices for improved thermal performance and increased durability. 

Double-envelope construction is a relatively recent innovation in house design. It is 
gaining popularity, but its performance characteristics still are not adequately understood. 
Envelope houses usually are solar oriented and commonly rely on the ground for heat storage. 
It is often advocated (though not by the authors of this paper) that they be built with bare 
soil in the crawlspace for more effective heat transfer, thus violating accepted construction 
practices. On the other hand, by avoiding use of heavy mass building materials for heat 
storage, the double envelope concept seems to offer an attractive choice in solar-oriented 
wood-frame construction, as long as degradation of wood is prevented by adequate moisture 
management. 

Converse is dean and professor of engineering and Sorensen is a student at Thayer 
School of Engineering, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH. Hans is an architect with the 
USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI. 
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Double-envelope houses usually are built with spaced walls along the north and south 
sides and single-thickness walls to the east and west. The south-facing construction collects 
solar heat, which is then transferred by natural convection across a ceiling cavity to the 
north wall and from there to the crawlspace. Thus, solar gains are distributed throughout the 
building envelope to buffer the indoor-outdoor temperature differential. When solar hl',lt 
stored in the envelope is dissipated, the demand for heal shifts to the crawlspace. Although 
the mechanism seems simple, available literature still does not provide adequate guidelines on 
design for the desired loop flow and ground-coupling effects. 

Reported studies by others show a range of variations that may be attributable mainly to 
differences in study structures and test conditions. Thus, eonvel:tive loop flows have been 
traced by Boothl and Scanada 2 , but without quantitative success. Measurements by Chen 1 ,1 in 
two different houses show air flow in one but not the other. Measurable temperature 
variations in the upper part of the crawlspace soil have been reported by Booth l , Kunz 5 , 

Kohler and Lewis 6 , and Akridge and Abrams?, while other observations by Chen8 are 1ess 
conclusive. A limiting-case theoretical analysis of ground coupling has also been presented 
by Converse9 ,lO. 

Previous studies have focused on short-term behavior without sufficient consideratioll of 
seasonal effects. Similarly, they also have disregarded lite question of moisture management 
in double-envelope construction. The objectives of this study were to extend thaL knowledge 
to one full heating season, to gain a betler understanding of major interactions, and to 
collect data needed for simulation models. 

The structures thermal performance is discussed and compared with similar design options 
in other publications by Sorensen ll and by Sorensen and Converse 12 , and those conclusions are 
not repeated here. Work covered by this report was focused on thl·ee specific performance 
aspects: 

1. Heat transfer by convective loop flows 

2. Heat exchange with the ground 

3. Heating season soil-moisture evaporation. 

STUDY SITE AND STRUCTURE 

The test structure is located in Norwich, VT, within 200 ft (60 m) of the Connecticut River. 
Its crawlspace floor is about 4 ft (2.3 m) above river level. From a moisture performance 
standpoint, the location represented a severe test site for an envelope structure. 

The structure consists of a room-sized interior space surrounded by the envelope on top, 
bottom, and two sides and enclosed by single-thickness walls on the two ends. The end walls 
are built with nominal 6-in. (150 mm) wood studs; all other walls have nominal 4-in. (IOO-mm) 
framing. Exterior walls are finished with particle board siding on I-in. (25 mm) polystyrene 
insulating sheathing. East and west end walls are further insulated with 6-in. (150 mm) 
fiberglass blankets. The south- and north-exterior walls (outer shell of the envelope) have 
no cavity insulation, but the corresponding parts of the inner shell are insulated with 4-in. 
(lOO-mm) blankets. Outer and inner shell surfaces are protected with polyethylene vapor 
retarder on the winter-warm side. 

The floor and ceiling are framed with nominal 6-in. (ISO-mm) joists and insulated with 
6-in. (lSO-mm) fiberglass blankets. The roof is framed with nominal 6-in. (lSO-mm) rafters, 
insulated with blankets, and has 1-in. (25-mm) polystyrene hoards below. Ceiling and roof 
surfaces are also protected by vapor retarder on the winter-warm side. There is no vapor 
retarder on the underside of the floor joists, but the glue line in the plywood floor 
sheathing may serve as one at that point. 

The uneven distribution of insulation between inner and outer shells in north- and south
facing walls is determined by thermal performance objectives. Studies show that performance 
of the gravity loop can be improved by installing two~thirds of the insulation in the inner 
wall 13 ,14. This increases the ground coupling at night. 

Windows are distributed to enhance solar heat gains in the loop rather than in the iuner 
house (see Fig. 1). There are three large vertically aligned double-glazed windows in the 
south-facing outside wall and only a smaller one in the corresponding inner-shell wall. The 
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lowest window allows direct sunlight into the crawlspace, which concentrates it at a point 
where it should be particularly effective in driving the convective loop. 

During the study period, recording equipment was placed in the inner space. The window 
in the inner-shell wall was covered with aluminum foil to reject solar heat and prevent 
equipment failures caused by overheating. 

RESEARCH METHODS 

Performance of the test structure for the heating season was evaluated on the basis of 
temperature, solar radiation, air infiltration, and moistUre-content measurements. A minimum 
indoor temperature of 65°F (1BOC) was maintained with an electric heater. Higher temperatures 
arc attributable to heat gain~ from equipment and the sun. 

For a closer study of crawlspace and loop relationships, floor openings between them were 
closed from January 21 to ~farch 3. The closure prevented physical access to the crawlspace 
for other observations during that time. 

St~dy Procedures 

TemPerature Measurements. Temperatures of air, wood construction, and crawlspace soil 
were measured by 55 thermistors, but only those shown in Fig. 1 were selected for discussion 
in this study. Readings were taken in lO-second intervals and reduced to half-hour averages 
for storage and further data processing. 

Moisture Content Measurements. Air moisture content was calculated on the basis of 
ASHRAE procedures 15 . Dry/wet bulb temperature measurements were taken with a sling psychro
meter. 

Wood moisture content was measured in accordance with ASTM standard D 2016 16 , A Delmhorst 
electric resistance meter with insulated probes was used, which allowed taking moisture content 
readings at 1/4-, 1/2-, and I-in. (6-, 13-, and 25-mm) depths of framing members. 

Soil moisture content was measured by taking samples from the surface and at a depth of 
6 in. (150 mm). These samples were then oven dried until no further weight change could be 
observed. 

Air Infiltration Measurements. Air infiltration levels were calculated on the basis of 
tracer-gas decay measurements and analytical procedures discussed in ASTtI Special 
Technical_Publication 719 17 , Tracer gas used was sulfur hexafluoride (SF

6
). Its decay rate 

was monitored by a Miran specific vapor analyzer, and the continuous measurements were re
corded on il strip chart. 'fhe equipment also permitted direct readings of gas concentration. 
Air was sampled from oi fferent parts of the test structure through polypropylene tubing. 

Thermal performance. Wherever possible, performance estimates are based on direct 
measurements rather than on data derived from other measurements. While evaluation of the 
structure as an entity also required consideration of solar-gain data, heat transfer through 
opaque wall sections Was estimated on the basis of measure'd temperatures l8 , 19, These measure
ments, taken under a 1/4-in.- (6-mm-) thick siding panel, approximate sol-air temperatures by 
day and show the effects of radiant heat losses at night. 

Thermal performance of the envelope structure is complex. To m1n1ffi1ze potential errors 
in interpretation, each component (such as the loop) was analyzed separately as well as in 
conjunction with the other components. 

Moisture Performance. Evaporation of soil moisture cannot be measured with techniques 
normally used in building research. For the purposes of this study, its magnitude was judged 
from other data, such as moisture gained in (or lost from) wood and estimated to be lost by 
air i •• fjltration. 

Moisture must be managed to prevent degradation of both thermal performance and wood
based building materials, For the purposes of this study, attention was focused on changes in 
the moisture content of wood. 
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The findings are best illustrated by data from differenl days ,HId time periods that are 1"11"
ticularly suitable for study of different -performance aspects. 

Evidence of Loop Performance 

Representa ti ve Performance Da ta . Diurna 1 tempera tUre va r j a tions in the doub le-enve lope 
loop during a typical sunny winter day (January 12) are presented in Figs. 2-4. Air lempera
tures at four locations around the loop are shown in Fig. 2. Temperatures at two locations' on 
the surface of the crawlspace ground and at three locations in the wood framing (1 in. or 
25 mm deep) around the upper loop are shown in Fig. 3. Temperatures at four locations in the 
ceiling area are presented in Fig 4. These four locations meaSUre air temperatures on both 
sides of the ceiling as well as temperatures 1 ill. (25 mnd in from each surface of the nominal 
2- by 6-in. (SO- by ISO-rom) ceiling joists. 

Variations in temperature in the double-envelope loop during the week of January 18-25, 
19B2, are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. This period is of special interest because the loop was 
closed off frolll the crawlspace at the floor level at the middle of the week (January 21). 
Ground and air temperatures on the south side of the crawlspace are shown in Fig. 5. South
and north-loop air temperatures above the cutoff level are compared to ground-surface tempera
tures in Fig. 6. Outdoor temperatures and vertical solar radiation [or this time period are 
presented in Fig. 7. 

Characteristic Temperature-Time Behavior. For January 12, a comparison of air tempera
ture variations in the loop (Fig.' 2) shows that the crawlspace is the warmest of loop 
components at night and the coolest during the day. The crawlspace cools off slowly at night 
because of its large heat-storage capacity. North-loop air is warmer during the day than the 
crawlspace, suggesting that it is being warmed by air flowing through the attic from the 
solarium on the south side rather than from the crawlspace air beneath. Thus, the direct solar 
gain through the crawlspace window helped to drive, rather than interfere'd with, the desired 
convective loop. The ground surface in the crawlspace (Fig. 2) shows a 9°[<' (5°C) diurnal 
variation, which is somewhat larger than results reported in the literature. 

Temperature sensors imbedded I in. (25 mm) in the nominal 2-in. (ISO-mm) framing members 
(Fig. 3) show considerable temperature changes in the wood structure. The ceiling temperature 
profiles (Fig. 4) show significant daytime heat gains in the inner space, which are attribut
able to the sun and to waste heat from monitoring eqUipment. The attic temperature exceeds 
the temperatures in the ceiling structure for a few hours at midday. The average temperature 
variation of the wood structure for the selected sunny day (Figs. 3 and 4) is about 30°F 
(17°C), indicating considerable short-term heat storage. 

The week of January IB to 25 was sunny except for the sixth day. The outdoor temperature 
never rose above freezing (Fig. 7). The temperature in the lower part of the crawlspace 
(Fig. 5) during that week ranged between 32° and 50°F (0 and IOOC). The ai r just above th(! 
crawlspace floor surface reached its highest value during the day and its lowest at night. 
The ground-surface temperature followed the same behavior but was cooler than the air above 
during the day and warmer during the night. The two ground temperatures at depths of 6 in. 
(150 rom) and 12 in. (300 rom) also follow this trend but at a much lower amplitude because of 
the heat storage capacity of the damp soil. ~faximum diurnal variations in the ground during 
this period are 0.7°F (0.4°C) at 12 in. (300 nvn) and 1.6°F (O.7SoC at 150 mm. These are con
sistent with values reported in the literature l , 5,6.7. The llet increase ill ground temperature 
during this sunny week was 4.SoF (2.5°C) at 6 in. (150 mm and 3.6°F (2°C) at 12 in. (150 mm). 
All temperature changes demonstrated diurnal heat storage; heat flowed into the ground during 
the day and out of the ground at night. This pattern, however, was broken on the sunless day 
(January 23) when ground temperature stratification remained constant for the entire period 
(Figs. 5 and 6). 

The Effect of Closing the Loop on Temperature Behavior. The loop was closed off at the 
floor level for the period January 21 to March 2 for a closer study of convection-loop and 
ground-coupling interactions. Temperatures of the lower south loop, the south crawlspace 
ground surface, and at a depth of 6 in. (150 mm) are shown in Fig. 6. For the three days before 
the loop was closed on January 21 (Fig. 7), south-loop air temperature did not drop more than 
7.2°F (4°C) below ground-surface temperature at night. After the loop was closed, the loop 
air temperature fell as much as (32<)F OBOC) below the ground-surface temperature. This 
indicates that with an operative loop the ground significantly increases nighttime air 
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temperatures. Changes in daytime temperature peaks are also noticeable. With an open loop, 
the solarium is more comfortable, and less of the solar gain is lost because of overheating. 

On the north side of the loop (Fig. 6) both day and nighttime loop air temperatures are 
significantly reduc'ed when the loop is closed. Since outdoor temperature and solar radiation 
(Fig. 7) do not show similar changes at the time of this shift in building behavior, we con~ 
elude that natural convection in the loop is an important performance aspect of this building. 

Groll}ld Coupling Effects 

~resentative Performance Data. Direction and relative magnitude of heat exchange be~ 
tween the grollnd and crawl~pace air were judged on the basis of measured temperature 
differentials. Data were taken from ten paired data points whose locations are shown in 
Fig. 1 alld which are identified by numbers in parentheses: 

Pair 1: T, " south crawlspace ground surface (sensor 19) 
T, " air 12 in. (300 rum) above (sensor 37) 

Pair 2: 1', " south crawlspace ground, at a depth of 6 in. (Iso mm) (sensor 20) 
T, south crawlspace ground surface (sensor 19) 

Pair 3: 1', middle crawlspace ground, at a depth of 12 in. (300 rom) (sensor 24) 
T, middle crawlspace ground, at a depth of 6 in. (Iso mm) (sensor 23) 

Pair 4: 1', north crawlspace ground surface (sensor 26) 
T, wall surface 24 in. (600 mm) above ground (sensor 12) 

Pair 5: 1', north crawlspace ground, at a depth of 6 in. (Iso rom) (sensor 27) 
T, north crawlspace ground surface (sensor 26) 

Temperature-time relationships for each pair of points were calculated in degree~hours 
and are shown in Tabs. 1 and 2. A positive value of Tl = Tz is indicative of upward heat flow, 
while a negative value indicates downward flow. The magnitude of ground and air heat eXChange 
can be approximated as a product of the tabulated degree~hour values and customary heat 
transfer coefficients (1.63 Btu/hr' ft 2 • OF {9.26 W/mz • C for upward and 1.08 Btu/hr' ft 2 

• OF (6.14 W/m 2 • C downward heat flow}20. Such further calculations, however, are not pre
sented because of uncertainties in the distribution of soil surface temperatures, lateral heat 
flow in the ground, and unquantified thermal diffusivity of the damp soil. 

Air/Ground lIeat Exchange Patterns. Tab. 1 shows degree-hour data for the week of 
January 18 to 25. Fig. 7 shows high solar radiation levels for the entire week, except for the 
23rd. For that day, data from Tab. 1 show only positive heat flow (ground to air). This 
pattern shows the ability of increased heat recovery from the ground during short periods of 
low solar heat gains. 

Variations in surface-to-air and within-ground temperature differentials along both north 
and south sides of the crawlspace (Tab. 1) suggest diurnal heat-flow reversals. The net heat 
flow toward the craWlspace generally is greater than that toward the ground. In the middle of 
the crawlspace, however, heat flows toward the ground appear larger than those toward the 
crawlspace. The pattern may be attributable to the effects of the crawlspace window, but it 
may also be influenced by cool downdrafts along crawlspace walls and other slow-moving air 
currents. 

A summary of weekly data for the study period, shown in Tab. 2, also reveals seasonal 
trends in crawlspace interactions with the ground. In the winter, the north and south sides 
showed a net heat flow toward the crawl space. After the first part of March, the net heat 
flow was reversed toward the ground. 

The ground assisted ill maintaining indoor temperatures at the levels measured from the 
beginning of the monitoring period (D(~cember 21) until the middle of January. Closing the 
loop changed the previous heat-flow pattern and, probably, reduced the net heat flow from the 
ground. When the 1001-' was rl!openC'd OTI March 3, the heating load conditions had changed and 
hent no lung(~r flowed from tht! groulltl to tilt' crawlspace air. 
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The merits of the loop were judged agairlst the predicterl performance of "collapsed" 
(single-wall) models of equal estimated thermal resistance. Overall heat losses were calcu
lated on the basis of measured outside skin temperatures, and indoor-to-cavity losses on the 
basis of measured surface-temperature differentials across the inner walls with different 
orientations. The estimated energy savings attributed to loop effects are shown in T,ab. 3. 
(For details see Sorensen and Converse21 .) 

Data taken after the loop was closed (January 21) show a marked decrea'se in e~'~rgy 
savings on the north side and a less significant "increase on the south side. Part of the solar 
gain previously flowing to the north loop was trapped in the attic where its effects seemed 
less beneficial because of higher insulation levels. Higher south-loa!> temperatures also 
increased 'south-side heat. losses. 

Noisture Performance 

Moisture Balance Analysis. The likelihood of wood degradation can usually be judged by 
measuring moisture content at critical points, such as sill plates. The significance of 
apparent wetting and drying trends, on the other hand, is best evalUated on the basis of a 
moisture balance study that also considers the magnitude of potential gains from the source 
and losses to the outdoors. 

Soil Moisture Content. The test structure gained moisture only from the ground. Soil 
moisture content measurements of Harch 30 showed a considerable moisture reservoir in the upper 
6 in. (150 mm) of ground. The moisture content varied from 9.0 Ib/ft 3 (146 kg/m:i) neal" the 
surface to 16.6 Ib/ft3 (269 kg/m 3 ) at a depth of 6 in. (ISO nun). At a floor area of 97 fl2 
(9 m2 ), the quantity of moisture present in the upper 6 in. (150 mm) of soil can be estimat,ed 
at 622 lb (282 kg). The availability of ground moisture, therefore, seems sufficient for 
heavy eVaporation under conducive conditions. 

Dissipation of Evaporated Noisture. Variations in indoor rplative humid~ty and. air 
temperature are shown in Fig. 8. Indoor humidity levels .are influenced not only by ground
moisture evaporation but also by moisture exchange with wood and dissipation to tile outdoors 
by air infiltration. In absence of continuous data, however, these factors can only be 
approximated. 

Air-infiltration measurements were taken in NQvember and in tfarch. The November studies 
extended for a week of nearly continuous test runs and included three nights. The one-gas 
technique used, however, was not found adaptable to investigation of the multichambered space 
and did not yield consistent results. The variations seemed attributable primarily to the 
dynamic nature of the mUltichamber space. From these studies the nominal air infiltration 
rate for the structure as an entity was estimated at 0.25 air changes per, hour (ach). Con
sidering differences in indoor and ou·tdoor air moistUre content, the potential for dissipating 
indooor moisture with every complete air change can be estimated as shown in Tab. 4. 

With the loop closed from January 21 to Harch 3, the volume of space exchanging air with 
the outdoors was reduced to 66% of the total volume. With the tabulated dissipation rate re
duced accordingly, and by straight-line interpolation between Ja1luary 21 and ~Iarch 3 condi
tions, the potential moisture loss for the 40-day period can be estimated at 88 lb (40 kg). 
For the period of April 28 to Hay 26 with the crawlspace open a similar c.tlculalion yields 
37 Ib (17 kg) at the given indoor and outdoor moisture levels. With increasing moisture source 
strength and decreasing dissipation capacity during the approaching summer months, the indoor 
moisture level and wood moisture content can be expected to rise. 

Wood Noisture Content. Variations in wood moisture content <ire shown in Fig. 9. The 
profiles represcnt measurements taken at a depth of 1/2 in. (13 moo) in wall stUds, sill plates, 
and floor joists. There also were variations between in-depth moisture content readings, 
which were similarly suggestive of wetting and drying trends. The values of averaged in-depth 
measurements for floor joists are shown in Tab. 5. 

Wood tends to maintain a moisture equilibrium with the surrounding air. the equilibrium 
moisture content (ernc) generally is lower in winter than summer. For the study period, most 
points showed a drying trend, including the floor joists even though the crawl space soil 
remained unprotected. 
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A notable exception was moisture gain in sill plates (Fig. 9, points G and J). Unlike 
the rest of the framing members, which exchanged moisture only with air, sill plates were also 
wetted by condensed moisture. Point G represents the sill of the south-facing crawlspace 
window, which was subjected to frequent and heavy condensation running off the glass. Point J 
indicates the north-wall sill plate. The outer shell of the north wall did not receive any 
cavity insulation (other than exterior sheathing) to enhance convective looping. Conse
quently, condensation also formed on the vapor retarder of the north-wall outer shell, which 
led to wetting of the sill plate and the concrete-block wall below. 

It should, however, he noted that the rapid rise in moisture content at points G and J is 
associated with the closing of the loop and the reduction in loop temperatures (Fig. 6). After 
the loop was reopened, these points showed rapid loss of moisture, so the durability of the 
structure may not be seriously endangered. Nevertheless, such condensation shows the need for 
careful attention to detailing and moisture management in dOUble-envelope structures. 

The moisture conlent of floor joists during the period the loop was closed remained 
essentially unchanged, suggesting that they had reached a moisture equilibrium condition with 
the crawlspace air. Such a state is also suggested by the nearly steady (17.7-17.8%) moisture 
content profile measured across a I-in. (25-mm) depth of floor joists on March 3. The nominal 
equilibrium moisture content for wood at 53°F (51) db and 53% lUI (crawlspace condition on 
March 3) is 17.5%22. 

Soil Moisture Evaporation Control. Since the wood framing showed a drying trend for most 
of the study period, soil moisture evaporation cannot have exceeded the rate of its dissipation 
to the outdoors. The evaporation rate, however, cannot be estimated from the available data; 
considerable quantities of evaporated moisture also were condensed on glass and vapor retard
ers and returned to the concrete-block crawl space walls and ground as water. Evaporation 
probably was higher during those hours that parts of the crawlspace floor received direct 
sunlight. During periods when the ground temperature falls below the dew point of the crawl
space air, the ground surface should become a condensing rather than an evaporating surface. 
The boundary air layer would be saturated, and without adequate convection to disturb this 
layer, ground moisture evaporation should cease. Such conditions can be illustrated by 
psychrometric calculations based on January 22 data: 

Crawlspace air at 1:30 p.m.: 50°F (10°C) db, 87% 

Corresponding dew pOint: 46°}<' (7.8°C) 

Ground surface, average for the day: 40°F (4.4°C) 

Boundary air layer, range for the day: 3]OF (-0.5°C) low 
42°F (5.6°C) high 

This generalized calculation shows the boundary air layer to be saturated and the ground
surface temperature to be below the dew point. Such conditions should inhibit further ground
moisture evaporation. 

CONCLUS IONS 

The test structure included two innovative design featUres generally not found in present 
double-envelope construction. These features were the crawl space window and uneven insula
tion distribution between the inner and outer shells of the envelope. Performance during the 
heating season showed both features to be effective and beneficial. As related to specific 
study objectives, observations and data showed that: 

1. The special design details conlributed to formation of convection 
currents in the loop and had a signi ficaut impact on temperature distribution in the 
slructure. Closing off the loop resulted in higher day and lower night temperatures on 
lhe south side alHl in lower day and night temperatures on the north. 

2. Heat exchange with crawlspace ground showed an alternating diurnal storage and 
recovery pattern during the winter, which changed to a unidirectional flow into the ground 
by spring. In winter there was net heat flow from ground to crawlspace air. Closing the 
loop had only minor influence on ground-temperature behavior, probably because there was 
a window in the south wall of the crawlspace. 
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3. Closing the loop also did not have a marked effect on relative humidity levels 
of crawlspace air, which remained high and relatively constant for the entire study 
period. Without a soil cover, ground-moisture evaporation must have been suppressed by 
the existing temperature and moisture relationships. Consequently, the moisture content 
of wood construction also remained within an acceptable, if high, range. There was, how
ever, no evidence that soil-moisture evaporation would have enhanced heat exchange with 
the ground, or of any other conditions that would have justified the omission of the 
crawlspace soil cover. On the other hand, the heavy condensation with the loop closed 
showed the ilecd for careful delai) ing and moistul"p management ill douhl('-envplolw hnlW(·f). 
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TABLE 1 
Crawlspace Temperature Gradients, Daily Values of 

Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 
Date 

Pair 4 Pair 5 

Points 19~37 Points 20-19 Points 24-23 Points 26-12 Points 27~26 
Surface~air Ground-surface Ground-ground Surface-air Ground-surface 

January 18 +8.9 +6.7 +1.4 +8.2 +4.0 
-8.2 -6.6 -4.2 -0 -9.8 

January 19 +18.3 +21.0 +4.6 +10.3 +14.2 
-18.4 -]2.5 -11.6 -1.4 -15.0 

.January 20 HI!. J +)6.4 +0.6 +4.5 +9.7 
-9.6 ~5.0 -6.8 -0.5 -6.8 

JamHu-y 21 +21.7 +2.1. 1 +2.8 +8.5 +12.9 
-7.9 -4.3 -6.4 -0.1 -6. I 

January 22 +17.4 +14.4 +0.8 +6.1 +6.0 
-14.6 -9.9 -15.2 -2.3 -12.7 

January 23 +21.3 +26.7 +2.4 +12.1 +14.0 
-0 -0 -2.0 -0 -0 

January 24 +9.6 +10.1 +2.4 +7.6 +5.0 
-9.8 -7.0 -10.5 -1. 1 -9.6 

Y I °C-h 2 OF-h. 
5 
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TABLE 2 
Crawl Space Temperature Gradients, Weekly Values of 

1/ (T
1
-T

2
)dl, Degree-hours (OC-h)-

Week 

starting 

December 21 

December 28 

January 4 

Janu,u-y II 

January 18 

January 26 

February 15 

February 22 

February 1 

February 8 

Pair 1 

Points 19~37 

Surface-air 

+97.1 
-24.9 

+91.5 
~57.5 

+143.3 
-18.9 

+194.9 
-16.8 

+118.1 
-69.7 

-+74.6 
-29.6 

+20.7 
-38.1 

+69.5 
-79.1 

+36.5 
-29 

+57.4 
-36.3 

Pair 2 Pair 3 Pair 4 

Points 20-19 Points 24-23 Points 26~12 
Ground-surface Ground~ground Surface-air 

CRAWl, SPACE OPEN 

+131.7 
-13.2 

+102.4 
-41. 4 

+185.8 
-12.6 

+250.9 
-8.3 

+38.6 
-10.3 

+13.2 
-40.4 

+60.1 
-8.1 

.. 10(,.:1 

-4.1 

CRAWl. SPACE CJ.()SED 

+124.8 
-45.9 

+71 
-25.6 

+24.5 
-29 

+]84.8 
-34 

+38.1 
-21.6 

+49.9 
-32.1 

904 

+15 
-58.8 

+1.9 
-53.8 

+0 
-109.6 

+0 
-117.5 

+1.3 
-41.8 

-62.8 

+0 
-0 

+0 
-0 

+0 
-0 

11]2. I 
-0 

"~9.:I 
-5.5 

+31.3 
-16.5 

+.8 
-82.8 

+58.2 
-101.5 

+18.7 
-16.4 

-t U.:I 
-2(,.h 

Pair 5 

Points 27-26 
Ground-surface 

+74.8 
-16 

+44.6 
-48 

+125 
-21.7 

f II)]. I 

-14.5 

+67.9 
-60.3 

+16 
-28.4 

+.9 
+79.5 

+.5 
-179. J 

+9.5 
-10.9 

-t n.1J 
HI. I 



TABLE 2 (coot.) 
Crawlspace Temperature Gradients, Weekly Values of (T1-T2)dt, Degree-hours 

(OC-h)!/_- con . 

Wl'ek Pai r 1 Pait" 2 Pair 3 Pair 4 Pair 5 
~~--~~- ~~----

slnrting Points )9-37 Points 20-19 Points 24-23 Points 26-12 Points 27-26 
HurfiJl'('-ilir Ground-surface Gl'ollnd-ground Surface-air Ground-surface 

----,------"-

CRAWL SPACE OPEN 

March 1 *'41.2 +182.6 +2 +81.3 -9.6 
-98.4 -24.2 -93.5 -108 -213.1 

March 9 +17 +94.8 +3.1 +10.7 +8.8 
-51, -12.5 -45.2 -76.1 -82.5 

Narch 15 +9.7 +22.9 +0 +2.8 +0 
-215.4 -153. I -178.8 -300.6 -220.9 

March 22 +22 +46 +2.4 +0 +9.9 
-221. 6 -148.9 -131. 7 -285.6 -174.3 

March 29 +9.9 +34.2 +.4 +0 +2.6 
-143.3 -88.3 -105.2 -266.8 -147.6 

Apri I , +35.2 +76. ] +20.9 +14.2 +J 7.1 
-16/. -91). I -67.1 -187.1 -190.9 

April 12 +.5 +10.3 +0 +199.7 +0 
-195.9 -139.7 -147.4 -71. 2 -709.5 

ApI" i J 19 -t I. J +D.I +0 +244.8 +0 
-.284. I -184.7 -192.9 -8.5 -1004.9 

April 26 +0 +8.9 +0 +32.7 +0 
-283. I -137 -204.8 -270.4 -571.5 

~~~-----.------. 

Y 1 0C-h = 2. 
5 

OF-h. 
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TABLE 3 
Energy Savings Attributed to Loop 

Period South North 

kWh ",Y kWh 

January 11-18 9.6 53 4.1 
January 18-25 8.7 57 3.0 
February 1-8 5.3 58 .9 
February 8 8.0 63 1.8 
:February 15-22 6.6 69 1.0 
February 22-31 9.5 83 1.8 
March 1-8 7.3 70 2.3 
Harch 9 3.4 42 1.0 
Harch 15 5.2 59 2.5 
March 22 5.4 55 2.6 
March 29-Apdl 5 4.1 40 1.5 
April 5-12 4.8 45 1.9 
April 12-19 3.2 38 1.0 
t\pri I 19-26 3.5 42 1.2 
April 2b-May 3 3.5 38 1.0 

!I Estimated reduction in heat 
losses for the given component, ex
pressed as a percentage of losses for 
comparable "collapsed" construction 

'" 
41 
31 
17 
22 
15 
22 
32 
22 
35 
37 
25 
28 
19 
22 
18 

and in kilowatt-hours of energy saved. 

TABI,E 4 
1'Ioisture Dissipation Potentia} 

Pe r Ai r Change 

Reference 
days 

Date 

Potentia1 
disflipation 

Ib (kg) 
---.-.-------------

January 6 0.23 (0.10) 

January 22 0.68 (0.31) 

March 3 0.42 (0.19) 

April 12 0.37 (0.17) 

Aflri J 28 0.37 (0.17) 

Nay 26 0.08 (0.04) 

.lune 9 0.11 (0.05) 

June 25 0.00 (0 

TABLE 5 

Reference 
days 

(date) 

January 6 

January 22 

~Iarch 3 

April 12 

April 28 

Hay 26 

June 9 

June 25 

Moisture Content of Floor Joists 

1 in. 
(25 rom) 

19.5 

17.8 

17.B 

16.8 

16.5 

16.2 

16.9 

16.2 

Moisture content 

1/2 in. 
(12 mm) 

- Pct 

20.8 

17.6 

17.8 

16.8 

17.4 

16.5 

16.8 

16.4 

1/4 in. 
(6 mm) 

21.4 

lB. I 

17.7 

18.3 

16.9 

16.4 

16.8 

16.5 
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f'igure 1. Di<lgCil/'MI,ltic section of study structure and location DE sensors 
(numbers identify temperature sensors I letters identify moisture 
and solar radiation sensors) 
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Figure 2. Double envelope roof temperatures ~t different points on January 12: 
(A) sensor 35, top of south loop; (8) sensor 44, attic air near 
peak; (e) sensor 42, top of north loop; (V) sensor 34, top of 
crawlspace; and (E) average of sensor 19, crawlspace ground surface 
on south side, and sersor 26, crawlspace ground surface on north 
side 
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Figure 3. Loop surface temperatures at five different points on January 12: 
(A) Sensor 51, south inner wall stud, 1 ill. (2,5 em) in (rom 
outer surfaca; (8) sonsor 53, coiling juist, 1 in. (2." em) ill 
from top surface; (e) sensor 49, n<l1·tlJ inner wall li/.Ur/, J ifl. 
(2.5 em) in fran> outer surface; (D) sr.msor 26, cl'i/wlspace 91'uunrl 
surface on north side; and (E) sellsor 19, crawlspac(' grounrl 
surface on south side 
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Figura 4. ceiling temperatures for January 12: (A) sensor 45, indoor 
air neal' ceiling; (B) sensor 52, ceiling joist, 1 in. (2.5 em) 
Erom bottom; tC) sensor 53, ceiling joist, 1 in. (2.5 cm) from 
top; and tD) sensor 44, attic air near peak. (Ml42029) 
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Figure 5. Crawlspace and 
JanL'ary 10-25; 
(B) sensor 20, 

ground temperatures on the south side for 
(A) sensor 21, 12 in. (.03 m) deep in ground; 

6 in. (0.15 m) deep in ground; tC} sensor 19, 
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Figure 6. Effects of open versus closed loop for January 10-25: 
(A) ~ensor 39, south loop air at floor level; (B) average of 
sensor 19, crawlspdce ground surface on south ~ide, and 
sensor 20, ground, 6 in. (0.15 m) deep; (e) average of 
sensor 26, ground surface, and sensor 27, ground, 6 in. 
(0.15 m) deep; and (D) sensor 43, north loop at floor level 
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Figure 7. outdoor conditions for Wf;'ek of January 18-25: lA) svnsOl' S, 
outdoor temperature; (B) sensor 33, solar radiatioll (M052034) 
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Figure 8. Variations in relative humidity and air temperature between 
Decem1:oer 22 and May 28. Straight lines are used to connect thE" 
readings at differer.t times: fA) Crawlspace air; fB) south loop 
air; (e) indoor air (J.1052032) 
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Figure 9. Variations in 1,,'Ood moisture content at .Is-in. depth betl-.'een 
December 22 and May 28. Straight lines are lIt'ed to connect 
readings at eight different times: (11) point,], north wall 
sill; (8) po}nt G, south windowsill; (e) point X, floor joists; 
(D) point F, h'outr outer wall studs; (E) point E, south innor 
wall studs (M152031) 
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Discussion 

D. ~!cGl'ew, DPM Enel'gy Research, Englewood, CO: Is double-envelope construction cost-effective? 
Do you think a small fan system Nould help overall performance? 

C,O. Converse: The question of cost effectiveness Ifas considered by Anitl'u Sorenson in a 
companion paper presented at the American Section ISES Passive Solar Conference '82 in 
Knoxville, Tennessee. She found such houses to be slightly morc expensive than super-insula
ted houses on a lifecycle basis. Aesthetics, I think, are likely to be an important deciding 
factor. IHth regard to the fan, I do think that it would assist the performance and reduce 
the co~tJ and I have one in my house. 

R.F. Jones, Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N.J: Could you comment on the problems of recall
ing results on such a test cell structure to a full-size resider.cc? 

Converse: The only way I know to extrapolate the results from such a test cell to a full-size 
residence is through dynamic computer modeling. It was always our intent in this program to 
use the test cell to calibrate such a dynamic model and then to usc the JYllamic 1110del to 
simulate variations and the design of a full-size house, A student is doing his Hat:hclor's 
thesis on that problem at this time. 
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